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Foreword

This report deals with a new approach to on-site
power generation providing school buildings
with heating in winter and cooling in summer as
well as light and power all year round. This
approach, with its adman's tag of "total energy,"
has many advocates, disciples, and hucksters.
Since this new concept enters into direct competi-
tion with traditional purveyors of electric power
the local utility companiesit has as well many
opponents. The climate seemed ripe for a disin-

terested third party to step in: hence EFL'S interest
and this report.

EFL'S goal in supporting this study of total
energy was to determine objectively its implica-
tions and advisability for American schools and
colleges. Considering the increased proportion of
school building dollars going into mechanical and
electrical engineering features, this alone would
be justification for our concern.* In addition, the
notion of a school building as something to be
operated on a 9 to 3 schedule, 5 days a week, 91/2
months a year is rapidly going the way of the
little red schoolhouse itself. Consider these straws
in the educational wind:

Classrooms and shops in a Clark County, Ne-
vada, vocational center are being planned for 24-
hour-a-day operation.

California's entire system of state colleges is
undergoing a transition to a year-round schedule.
By 1975 the state colleges will be offering courses
on a full-year, four-quarter schedule.

In Dade County, Florida, last summer, 157 of
the district's 204 schools had some form of enrich-
ment or remedial program in operation.

Cities across the nation held classes for over
500,000 underprivileged preschool children as
"Project Head Start" got under way during the
summer of 1965.

These changing demands have placed new
responsibilities on school and college planners.
Today, for example, air conditioning is less of a
luxury than a necessity in buildings that are used

12 months a year. Even in northern states, engi-
neers have long becn awarc that simple ventila-
tion with outside air is not enough to keep stu-
dents alert or to comfort a heat rash when outside
air temperatures rip : above 60 degrees Fahrenheit.

Evening classes, multifunction buildings, year-
round air conditioning, the increased use of elec-
tronic teaching aids all add up to one indispen-
sable fact: the energy requirementsfor light and
power, heating and coolingofthe modern educa-
tional institution are as different from those of the
pre-1950 school as a programed teaching machine
is from a McGuffey reader. With this in mind,
each new proposal for an ec 'Onomical approach to
providing our schools and colleges with the best
environment for learning is worth examination.

Dealing with both initial and operating costs of
mechanical and electrical systems, this report
presents design alternatives measured on the basis
of long-range engineering economics. For many
school districts and college administrators this
may represent a departure from attitudes toward
building expenditures judged solely on a first-
cost basis. The difference is significant and reflects

an exactilig concern with how the taxpayer's (or
contributor's) dollar is spent. The report examines
and advocates higher initial investments when
balanced by greater long-range operating econ-
omies. If it can in some measure influence ad-
ministrations to consider public educational ex-
?enditures as private business considers capital in-
vestments for plant, its major purpose will have
been served. Educational Facilities Laboratories

*An EFL survey made in conjunction with this report under-
scores the upward trend in mechanical and electrical costs.
In Florida, Texas, and Nevada, where total climate control is
gaining acceptance, the mechanical portions of school con-
tracts have increased 5 to 10 per cent in the period between
1955 and 1965. Even as far north as Chicago, where the
Windy City boasts one lone air-conditioned school, mechan-
ical contracts have increased from 28 per cent to 33 per cent
in that 10-year period. 7
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1. Introduction to
Total Energy

The summer of 1964 found 100 residents of West
Jasper Place, Alberta, Canada, attending sessions
in industrial arts in the new Hillcrest Junior High
School. Anticipating just such seasonal use, Cie
West Jasper Place Board of Education had agreed
that air conditioning was an essential in their
compact school, and had included the additional
funds needed in the sc' A's construction budget.
So far, nothing unusual; thousands of new schools
are being planned and built with central air con-
ditioning.What makes the Hillo est school a pace-
setter is that its air-conditioning system, according

to current estimates, will have paid for itself in
less than five years. What's more, after this un-
usually short write-off period, the Hillcrest school
will get a substantial portion of its classroom
cooling essentially "for free."

How did West Jasper Place, Canada, pull off
this latter-day miracle? The key in this caseand
possibly in many future casesis the catchy term
total energy.

The idea of total energy is deceptively simnle;
its ramifications are fascinating. The St hool or col-
lege installs its own electric generatingsysteirt, then
captures the system's "waste heat," converts it
into steam or hot water, and uses this by-product
for heating, air conditioning, and domestic hot
water. In appropriate situations, fuel costs to power
the generating system are less than the cost of elec-
tricity from a public utility. And the heat supplied
by the recovery system represents fuel that would
otherwise have to be paid for.

The idea is more than a dream on an engineer's
drawing board. Since 1960, such self-contained
systems have been supplying the total energy needs
of 205 shopping centers, industrial plants, and
commercial buildings. Reports have shown signifi-
cant savings in operating costs all the way from
City of Industry, California (Trend Mills: "a gen-
erating plant profit of $13,000 per year"), to
Chehnsford, Massachusetts U. M. Fields Quality
Discount Store: "expect to save $23,650 annu-

ally") The success of these business ventures has
been reflected in the installation of total energy
systems in a number of schools, with results that
are very encouraging.

Clearly, the total energy concept is something
to be explored by a Board of Education or College
Build; ng Committee looking for ways to effect sub-
stantial economies in their future building pro-
grams. Just as clearly, a total energysystem requires

a careful investigation of the factors involved in
each individual situation. It presents a new set of
technological problems to engineers. It demands
painstaking assembly and analysis of economic
data and engineering figures. It involves the ques-
tion of school-plant economics in both the short
and long range.

In sum, a knowledge of what total energy is, its
value, and its pitfalls, is needed in order to be able
to make a reasoned judgment as to the feasibility
of this system in a given situation.

On-Site Power Generation Comes Full Circle

The idea of generating electricity from a privately
owned power source is not new. At the 1899 con-
vention of the American Institute of Architects,
engineer E. R. Hill delivered a paper on "Elec-
tricity in Modern Buildings," in which he exhorted
the architects to take cognizance of the applica-
tion of electricity.

His dissertation was directed to an appropriate
audience. In those days there was nothing at all
unusual in designing buildings with self-contained
electric power generation. Many structures, in-
cluding such notable examples as New York's
Park Row Building, Chicago's Board of Trade
Building, and even the U.S. Capitol in Washing-
ton, generated their own electricity for elevators,
ventilators, call bells, and fire alarmsas well as
for arc and incandescent lighting.

Many of the homes of the very rich had their
own private electric plants. George J. Gould's
estate in Lakewood, New Jersey, boasted direct- 9



current, engine-type dynamos driven by two gaso-
line engines. Electricity from this system lighted
his house and grounds, operated a refrigerating
plant, ran a laundry, and even powered electric
cigar lighters and his wife's hair curler.

In the heart of New York City, the Vanderbilt
Mansion was powered, for a time, by its own
Edison-designed generating plant until Madam,
distressed by its noise, made the Commodore re-
move it from the premises forthwith.

A new trend was growing, however. In 1882,
Thomas Edison's Pearl Street Station had begun
providing electricity to shops and homes in the one-
square-mile area called "First District of New
York." Although destroyed by fire in 1890, the
success of this first central power station led to the
building of others in city after city. By the early
1900's, private on-site power generation was being
rapidly replaced by the purchase of power from
one central source. Since then, purchased power
has been the norm, until recent de velopments have
again raised the question of its advisability.

Waste Not, Want Not:

How a Total Energy System Works

If on-site power is nothing really new, the idea of
reclaiming its waste-heat by-product and using it
to power other building services certainly is. In re-
cent years, the science of heat recovery has reached
new levels of efficiency, thanks to lessons learned
in nucleal power application, rocketry, aviation,
and similar space-age developments. Today there
is renewed ir terest in building complexes which,
like medievz1 castles, are self-sufficient, and in
which the single must economical energy source
whether it be gas, oil, or even coalcan be uti-
lized to operate a completely integrated system of
mechanical sei vices.

A typical total energy system consists of several
carefully combined components. An electric gen-
erator is powered either by a turbine or a recipro-

10 cating engine. A recovery system reclaims the heat

p:oduced by the turbine or the engine, in the form
of either steam or hot water. The recovered steam
or hot water is then used for heating or, through
the use of absorption-type refrigeration units, for
cooling. (A descriptioa of absorption cooling is
given in Appendix A.)

fhe turbine and the reciprocating engine han-
dle heat recovery differently. In the case of the
turbine, exhaust gases pass through waste heat
boilers which convert the energy into steam or hot
water. In the reciprocating engine system, both
the engine's jacket cooling water and the hot ex-
haust gases are passed through heat-exchangers
to obtain hot water or steam.

The lure of the total energy concept lies in this
recovered heat. It is in a sense free cnergy, since
its equivalent would have to be replaced by pur-
chase from outside sources in the form of other fuels
or electricity.

Where Total Energy Schools Exist,

How Successful Have They Actually Been?

At the time of this writing, nine schools employ-
ing total energy concepts are already in operation,
with an additional half dozen either on the draw-
ing boards or nearing completion. Two of those
under construction are colleges: Oral Roberts
University in Tulsa, Oklahoma, an entirely new
campus using gas-fired turbines as prime movers;
and Lewis College in Lockport, Illinois, where a
new gas-engine central power plant will serve the
expanding campus. Of the nine schools which have
been in operation for more than a year, all claim
considerable savings in annual operating costs over
purchased power alternatives. Case histories of
two are presented here in detail to illustrate pos-
sible choices of components and present sample
cost data. A listing of all installations and a brief
description of their total energy plants may be
found on page 17.
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2.Two Case Studies

I. Msgr. O'Rafferty High School

Lansing, Michigan
Catholic Diocese of Lansing, Owner
Father Francis Martin, Superintendent
Mayotte-Webb, Architects
C. IR. McCure & Associates, Inc.,

Consulting Engineers
Elgin L. Clark, Inc., Associate Engineers

Background

Planned in 1962 and opened for classes in January
of 1964, the Msgr. O'Rafferty High School in
Lansing, Michigan, represents a total energy in-
stallation using natural gas as its primary fuel. It
is one of 'a two-part school-building program to
serve the parishes of Lansing and its growing sub-
urbs. An identical school, Msgr. Gabriels High, is
on the east side of town.

The west-side O'Rafferty school was designed
for an initial enrollment of about 1,000 students
in Grades 9 through 12, with separate faculty and
classroom facilities for boys and girls. It is a com-
pact, one-story, rectangular structure totaling
123,451 square feet, all of it air conditioned the
year around. Its design not only features interior
flexibility (class sizes may be as small as 15, as
large as 120), but also permits future expansion to
a total enrollment of 2,000 students. O'Rafferty
provides 5,250 square feet of residential space for a
small (6-man) teaching staff of Christian Brothers.
The 6, along with 9 sisters and 17 lay teachers,
comprise the students' faculty. Total cost of the
school was just under $1,500,000or approxi-
mately $11.50 per square foot.

Total Energy Installation

At O'Rafferty High School, the prime electrical
generating equipment is powered by two natural-
gas engines which are adequate for the school's
present enrollment of 803 students. Provision has
been made for the installation of a third engine-
generator set to handle the power needs of a

-arSziakePr
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possible future expansion to 2,000 students.
Natural gas was chosen over diesel fuel because

of its low cost in the Lansing area. However,
should natural-gas costs increase in the future to
an uneconomical level, the heads and pistons of
both engines can be replaced and the entire sys-
tem converted to diesel operation.

The gas engines power two 225-kilowatt gen-
erators which provide the electricity for the
school's high-voltage fluorescent lighting system,
plus its conventional 110-volt convenience out-
lets, and run the electric motors used in connec-
tion with the heating, ct .Aing, and ventilating sys-
tem. In addition, the same generators power a
450-kilowatt resistance heater which is used to ar-
tificially load the engines (create a power demand
when lighting needs are low) and to augment the
system's waste-heat recovery equipment during
peak heating periods.

Both engines are water-cooled. The 240-degree
F. water extracted from the cooling jackets is
directed into flash tanks at low pressure. It in-
stantly turns t3 steam which then is piped either
to an absorption-chiller unit or to heat-exchangers
for the school's hot-water heating system. Addi-
tional building heat is secured from jackets in- 13
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stalled around the mufflers of both engines.
The school is not quite electrically self-suffi-

cient, as a result of local code requirements. There
is no technical reason why it could not have been.
The local electric utility provides a small service
to the faculty residence, plus power for exit lights
and fire alarms.

Cost Date

The cost of the total energy installation at O'Raf-
ferty is estimated to have been $80,000 more than
the cost of a conventional heating and air-con-
ditioning system designed to utilize purchased
electrical energy. (Elgin L. Clark, Associate En-
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gineer on the project, said "today it could have
been done for $55,000$25,000 lessbecause of
new equipment and adaptation.") Roughly half
of the added costor $39,000went for the pur-
chase, delivery, and installation of the engines
and generating units. Another $30,000 went to
purchase and install the piping, exchanger pumps,
and similar peripheral equipment involved in the
energy conversion processes.

However, the savings from the operation of the
O'Rafferty total energy installation are estimated
to run between $8,000 and $10,000 annually.
This means recovering, within 10 years' time, the
entire amount of the greater initial investment.
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II. McA!len High School

McAllen, Texas

S.P. Cowan, Superintendent
Zeb Rike, A.I.A., Architect
D. Dana Price, Consulting Engineer

Background

McAllen, Texas, is located in the heart of the Rio
Grande Valley where the heat is enough to grow
cropsand wilt humans-329 days of the year. It
is, in short, a climate where air conditioning is
more a necessity than a luxury in homes, cars,
shops, and schools.

Opened in 1963, the 190,496-square-foot
McAllen High School (expanded in August, 1964
to 212,096 square feet) is a compact, windowless,
fully air-conditioned plant. It is also a total energy
school, its entire cooling, heating, and electrical
energy needs being supplied by two turbine-gen-
erators fired by natural gas. Since its opening, the
school has been operated all year around except
for three days during the summer. In fall, winter,
and spring it serves as a high school for some 2,300
McAllen teen-agers; in the summer it accommo-
dates 1,800 students for enrichment or remedial
work. Also, the school is open three nights a week,
49 weeks a year, for various professional meetings,
adult activities, and PTA mectings.

Except for a small area devoted to science labs
on a second level, the school's 46 classrooms,
1,300-seat auditorium. 600-seat cafeteria, gym,
shop, study hall, and library are all located on one
level. Original cost of the school (which does not
include the 21,600-square-foot addition of August,
1964) was close to $1,900,000 about $9.50 per
square foot.

Total Energy Installation

At the heart of the McAllen High School total
energy installation are two 1,100 horsepower gas
turbines operating on natural gas at a pressure of
150 pounds per square inch.

ilki :4" AiikiN.:40\e\--=
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Each of these turbines drives two electric gen-
erators in tandem. One is a 290 kilowatt generator
supplying 840-cycle current for the school's fluo-
rescent lighting. The other is a 450 kilowatt gen-
erator which provides 60-cycle current for conven-
tional electric power applications in the school's
convenience outlets, kitchen, shop, auditorium, et
cetera. Since the energy output of one of the tur-
bine-plus-two-generators units is enough to fulfill
the school's normal energy needs, the two identical
units are used alternately, and, in effect, one is
always on standby.

The exhaust heat from the turbine (at 800 de-
grees F.) is fed into a heat-recovery boiler which
not only effectively acts as an exhaust noise silenc-
er, but also produces 6,700 pounds an hour of 15
psi (pounds per square inch) steam. The steam
output is used in an absorption-chiller unit to pro-
duce 44 degrees F. chilled water for air condition-
ing. The balanceor whatever of the balance may
be neededis fed into hot-water converters and
generators to produce hot water for heating pur-
poses and for domestic hot-water requirements.

An auxiliary natural-gas boiler, capable of pro-
ducing 4,800 pounds of steam per hour, is pro- 15
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vided to supply peak-load demands and to allow
for future expansion of the school plant.

One feature of the McAllen total energy instal-
lation is especially worth noting. With high speed
turbines, the ability to develop high-frequency
(840 cycles per second) energy for fluorescent light-
ing has produced collateral savings in the school's
lighting costs. For the same light output, McAllen
required 24 per cent fewer fluorescent fixtures than
would have been needed with conventional 60-
cycle current and, proportionately, considerably
less heat is generated.

Cost Data

The cpst of the two gas turbines and their related
equipment for the McAllen school was just short

a
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of $250,000about $180,000 more than the cost
would have been for a conventional air-condition-
ing/heating system powered by energy purchased
from outside sources.

However, a feasibility study conducted prior
to construction by Consulting Engineer D. Dana
Price estimated that the school's electric-power
consumption would have meant a total annual
bill for these services, if purchased from outside
sources, of $64,474. Actual fuel costs during the
first 18 months of the school's operation have
averaged out at $13,280 per yearor a saving,
via total energy, of some $51,200 per year over a
conventional system. At this rate, the school can
expect to recoup its entire total energy equipment
investment in just under five years

Illasionnow



Figure 5. Schools with total energy installations

School Architect Mechanical Engineer Size Total energy plant description

,

Baigan High School
Nona, Illinois

Drake-O'Meala

.

C J R McClure &
Associates

129,000 sq ft
1,200 students

Diesel engine gener.eors with jacket water and
exhaust heat recovery, 2 at 250 KW, 1 at 150 KW
Steam absorption chiller-90 tons
Reciprocating chiller-120 tons with 60 tons
Equipped for heat pump operation .
Electric immersion heaters
and hot water storage tank

Brady High School
St Paul, Minn

Drake-O'Meara
-

C J R McClure &
Associates

130,000 sq ft Gas engine generators with jacket water and
exhaust heat recovery, 3 totaling 625 KW
Steam absorption chiller, no auxiliary boiler
Electric immersion heaters and hot water
storage tank

Costa High School
Galesburg, III

West &Weber West &Weber 44,000 sq ft
330 students

Diesel engine generators with jacket water and
exhaust heat recovery, 1 at 150 KW, 1 at 100 KW
Hot water absorption chiller-90 tons
Auxiliary boiler and hot water storage tank

John F Kennedy
4-'-'"Junior High School

Rockledge, Florida

William Faust Frank B Wilder &
Asswiates

105,000 sq ft
1,500 students

Gas engine generators with jacket water and
exhaust heat recovery, 2 at 225 KW,
1 at 25 KW (stand by)
Steam absorption chiller-110 tons
Auxiliary boiler and auxiliary electric cooling....
units for peak loadmg

Gabriels High School
Lansing, Mich

I ..
.

Manson,
Jackson & Kane

,
Elgin Clark
C J R McClure &
Associates

125,000 sq ft
1400 students

,

Gas eraine generators with )acket water and
exhaur heat recovery, 2 at 225 KW
Steam absorption chiller-260 tons
Auxiliary boiler
Electric immersjon heaters and hot water
storage tank

Hillcrest
Junjorbeigh School
Jasper lace,
Alberta, Canada

John McIntosh Vinto Engineering Ltd
Jarvis Engineering

67,000 sq ft
880 students

Gas engine generators with jacket water and
exhaust heat recovery, 2 at 300 KW
Steam absorption chiller-156 tons
Auxiliary boiler

Institute of Gas
Technology
Chicago, Ill

.

Schmidt,
Garden &
Erikson

Schmidt,
Garden &
Erikson

Operating test laboratory
1 gas turbine generator, 310 KW (420 & 60 cps)
4 gas engine generators with jacket water and
exhaust heat recovery, 2 at 135 KW,
1 at 125 KW (420 cps), 1 at 75 KW
High frequency power (420 cps) is generated
for lighting
Steam absorption chiller-325 tons
Waste heat boiler for turbine exhaust
Auxiliary boiler

McAllen High School
McAllen, Texas

Zeb Rike, D Dana Price 212,000 sq ft
2,300 students

)
Gas turbine generator, 2 at 750 KW
(840 cps and 60 cps)
High frequency power is generated for lighting
Absorption chiller-467 tons
Waste heat boiler and auxiliary boiler

,

Msgr O'Rafferty
'High School
Lansing, Mich

:,..,

Mayette-Webb-
4

Elgin Clark .

* C J R MeCIU're &
Associates

e ,,,,, ..,
t .

125,1)0 sq ft
1,000 students

.

Gas engine generators with jacket water and
exhaust heat recovery, 2 at 225 KW
Steam absorption chiller-260 tons
Auxiliary boiler
Electric immersion heaterl'and hot water
storage tank
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3. Guidelines to Total
Energy Feasibility

The choice of a total energy system is heavily de-
pendent on individual local conditions. Its effi-
cacy will be determined by the size and projected
use of the school plant and by local rates for fuel
and electricity. These factors must be investigated
and weighed in a feasibility study as a first step
toward a decision.

Under What Conditions is Total Energy Feasible?

In general, in order for a total energy installation
to make economic sense, tliree criteria must be
met:

First, there should be the expectation of a high
and fairly constant electric power demand over
an extended portion of the day and over most of
the year. Power generation equipment maintains
its highest efficiency when operated at constant
demand levels over long periods of time. The
school or college with extensive evening and sum-
mer programs will therefore obtain the best re-
turn on its investment in on-site generating equip-
ment.

Second, the building should function so that
demands for heating or air conditioning will occur
simultaneously with, and in relative proportion to,
the demand for electricity. In this way, imknedi-
ate use of waste-heat by-products is assured. This,
in effect, presupposes air conditioning of the
building for year-round use. If air conditioning
is not even being considered, for climatic or
other reasons, then a total energy system is almost
certainly uneconomic since the only possible use
for waste-heat by-products would occur during
the heating season.

Third, the gas or liquid fuel rates in the area
should be low enough to compete with prevailing
electric rates. This sounds obvious; the catch,
however, is in the definition of the word "com-
pete." In cases where local electric rates are
known to be well betow the national average, and
gas or oil rates known to be well above, total
energy is bound to be a loser. Reverse the condi-

tions, and it doesn't take a mathematical genius
to decide that the fuel-cost criterion has been met.
The difficulty occurs in areas where the spread
between electric rates and gas or liquid fuel costs
is not so ma' ked as to give one a head-and-shoul-
ders advantage over the other. Under these con-
ditions, a careful analysis of cost data for each type
of energy source will permit a reasoned decision
as to whether this criterion has been met.

Since the cost of a total energy installation will
raise the construction cost of a school or college
building by two to five per cent over the cost of
the same building conventionally air conditioned,
the economies of total energy are of great interest
to school planners. Given the right conditions (i.e.,
all three criteria met), this added first cost can
be amortized swiftly through savings in operating
costs, and a total energy system will not only pay
for itself in short period, but thereafter will put
money into the bank every year.

How to Conduct a Preliminary Feasibility Study

An examination of current total energy practices
and an extensive surve., of plants now in opera-
tion have enabled the development of simplified
feasibility curves, which are included in this re-
port, together with instructions for their use and
interpretation. Using these curves in conjunction
with information readily available in the early
stages of project planning, an architect or engi-
neer can derive an indication of the feasibility of
total energy for a given project.

All that must be known in order to determine
the degree of feasibility with these curves is (1)
the gross area of building space involved, (2) an-
ticipated occupancy programs, and (3) local fuel
and electricity costs. The results (given in terms
of rate of return on the added investment) will an-
swer the question: Is a total energy system feasible
for the project at hand?

If it turns out to be definitely not feasible, then
no more time need be spent in pursuit of the un- 19



attainable. If it turns out to be definitely feasible,
then additional effort can be expended where it
is most neededin selecting the optimum system
for the project. If it turns out to be marginally
feasible, additional data will have to be assembled
and evaluated in order to reach a final decision.

A note of warning concerning oversimplifica-
tion of this task: while the feasibility curves pro-
vided are devised for quick and easy analysis, we
do not intend this as a "do-it-yourself" kit enabling
school superintendents or their business managers
to arrive at major engineering decisions without
the guidance of experienced professional consul-
tants. The proper evaluation of this data and the
analysis of feasibility require the attention ofcom-
petent engineering advisers.

Should a preliminary examination prove af-
firmative and more detailed engineering studies
be authorized, further pertinent data and techni-
cal information are provided in this booklet to
assist design engineers. The following section con-
tains guidelines for total energy plant design and
equipment selection.

Basis for Analysis

The fundamental approach used in this report
to evaluate the feasibility of total energy was to
compare two sets of hypothetically equivalent
schools or colleges, one set with a conventionally
powered heating and air-conditioning plant and
the other with a total energy plant. Pairs of
schools identical in respect to program, size, lay-
out, construction, location, hours of occupancy,
and energy requirements were then compared.

For the conventional school or college, electric
power was assumed to be purchased from the
public utility with heating provided by a boiler
(hot water or steam) and cooling by chilled water
from an absorption refrigeration machine operat-
ing in conjunction with the boiler. Steam-driven.
absorption units as opposed to electrically driven

20 compressor-chillers were assumed, since the con-

sideration of total energy as economically feasible
implies that fuel rates (gas or oil) are low and pur-
chased electricity rates high. (A comparative study
of absorption refrigeration and electrically driven
compressor-chillers is shown in Appendix A.)

For the t otal energy plant, the most economical
combination of reciprocating engines or turbines,
controls, and heat-recovery equipment was se-
lected to provide for the heating and cooling de-
mand in excess of that available from the waste-
heat recovery equipment. An absorption refriger-
ation machine similar to that for the conventional
plant was assumed. Once outside the central equip-
ment room, electric power, hot water or steam,
and chilled water would be distributed through-
cut the project by the same system as with the con-
ventional plant.

For this analysis, the United States was consid-
ered divided into three zones based upon weather
characteristics, since different heating and cool-
ing seasons will affect the selection of the total
energy system and the performance of the plant.
The zones are shown in Figure 6 and are based
upon degree days for heating and outdoor winter
design temperatures.

Within this framework of climate zones, dif-
ferent size categories of schools and colleges were
analyzed for the feasibility of a total energy in-
stallation compared to an equivalent conven-
tional design. The basis of this comparison was
total owning and operating costs for each installa-
tion, as determined by an examination of current
design practices as well as extensive surveys of
actual recorded data. Through a series of calcula-
tions, a set of curves was developed which relate
the rate of return on the added investment re-
quired for a total energy installation to the prevail-
ing costs ofgas, oil, and electricity. It is this rate of
return on added investment which becomes the
true measure of total energy feasibility. In this
way, a comparison is established based on long-
raiige economics rather than on the traditional,

RATE OF RETURN equals Annual savings yielded by total energy installation ($)
Added investment in total energy ($)



but insufficient, measurement of initial costs alone.
Based on the prevailing investment picture at

the time of this writing, rates of return can be
divided into three categories of feasibility:
(1) Definitely feasiblerate of return greaterthan

eight per cent.
(2) Marginalrate of return between six per cent

and eight per cent (more detailed analysis in
terms of specific project requirements and
building design required).

(3) Not feasiblerate of return less than six per
cent.

Any subsequent investigation of total energy feasi-
bility must be determined in comparison with
prevailing investment conditions at the time.

The Following Example Illustrates
the Use of These Curves

Consider a 100,000-square-foot high school in an
Ohio suburb. The school is to have a full summer
program and an adult education program two
nights per week. The entire building is planned
for air conditioning

For this hypothetical example it is assumed that
electric power in the area is available at an aver-
age rate of 2.50/KWH (per kilowatt hour). Natu-
ral gas at approximately 1 psi (pound per squ.are
inch) is available at an average "firm" rate of
550/MCF (thousand cubic feet) and diesel oil can
be purchased at 110/gal.

This school would be in Climate Zone II with
the program of occupancy B-1, and the appropri-
ate graph is selected.

For gas at 550/MCF, follow up to the curve for
electricity at 2.50/KWH and, reading to the left,
the expected rate of return for the added invest-
ment in the total energy plant is 11 per cent. In
considering oil as a possible fuel, enter at the cost
of 110 gal. and proceed up to the curve of elec-
tricity at 2.50/KWH. Reading to the left, the rate
of return is 7.5 per cent.

Thus, within this rate structure, total energy

9 11: . e -. I
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would be feasible (return on investment higher
than 8 per cent) if gas is the fuel. However, oil
presents only a marginal case (between 6 per cent
and 8 per cent) and requires a more detailed study
based on specific design requirements before a
decision, for or against total energy using oil, can
be made. On the basis of favorable rest_ t.,, total
energy should be pursued seriously, with the archi-
tect and consulting engineer developing plans for
the building incorporating a total energy plant.
When preliminary plans and a specific program
for the project have been developed, a detailed
economic analysis of the total energy plant should
13_ performed to determine more precisely the
costs involved and the anticipated savings. Should
the results of this analysis substantiate the pre-
liminary indications in a more concrete fashion,
final plans and specifications can be prepared. 21

Where ANNUAL SAVINGS equals Annual cost of purchased power, conventional system
minus Annual cost of fuel for on-site power generation, total energy system
minus Annual additional maintenance cog, total energy system
minus Annual depreciation, interest, and insurance on added investment, total energy system

plus An ual cost of fuel saved by recovered heat for heating and air conditioning, total energy system

I



FIGURE 8. TOTAL ENERGY FEASIBILITY CURVES-100,000 VUARE FOOT SCHOOL
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FIGURE 9. TOTAL ENERGY FEASIBILITY CURVES-300,000 SQUARE FOOT SCHOOL
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FIGURE 10. TOTAL ENERGY FEASIBILITY CURVES-500,000 SQUARE FOOT COLLEGE
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FIGURE 11. TOTAL ENERGY FEASIBILITY CURVES-1,000,000 SQUARE FOOT COLLEGE
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4. Designing the Plant
and Selecting Equipment

ELECTRICAL LOAD PROFILE ANALYSIS

The first step in any total energy design is an
analysis of electrical loads and load profiles. A
load profile is the variation of the load demand as

a function of time, showing graphically how the
demand varies throughout a 24-hour day, a week,
a month, or a year. The length of time chosen is
determined by the extent of the analysis. For the
purposes of schools and colleges, typical 24-hour
days for various times of the year should be suffi-
cient. The electric load profile is the key to selec-
tion of the electric power generating components.
It generally depicts the hourly variation in kilo-
watt demands.

A fundamental characteristic of prime-mover
power generating eqaipment is that it operates
most efficiently when the unit is loaded to more
than 60 per cent of its rated capacity. Since the
electric load in schools and colleges varies for dif-
ferent conditions of occupancy, the most effi-
ciently designed total energy plant would be one
which utilizes generating sets sized so that com-
binations of the sets are always operating as
nearly as possible to full rated capacity. Careful
analysis of the electrical demands is critical so as

not to overestimate peak requirements. If an ex-
cessive allowance is made for safety factors, it will
be reflected in higher cost of total energy equip-
ment, which increases almost directly with the
electrical load. If certain school equipment is
operated intermittently during peak electrical
load periods and can be run by energy other than
electricity to avoid impractical loading of the
engine-generators, the other energy source should
be considered. Examples would be cooking equip-
ment or booster heaters for dishwashers.

Flom the load profiles shown in Figures 12,
13, and 14 for schools of 100,000, 200,000, and
300,000 square feet and colleges of 500,000 and
1,000,000 square feet, it can be seen that for
a typical weekday the load stays at a maximum
level during the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

,

Afterward the load drops off to handle only the
after-school extracurricular activities and then
falls to the minimum night level. In schools where
evening classes are held, the late night load may
rise to near the daytime level. On weekends and
during vacations, the electric demand stays at the
minimum level essential for lighting in passage-
ways and for mechanical and electrical auxiliary
equipment such as pumps, small refrigeration
units, clocks, intermittent fan operation, etc. On
certain occasions the gymnasium or auditorium
will be in use for special events, thus causing a
slight increase in the demand above the mini-
mum, but without the need for lighting the bulk
of the academic areas, so this demand is at an
intermediate level. Colleges have, in the early eve-
nings, the demand of the dormitories, the library,
and special study areas prior to assuming the
minimum night load.

The air-conditioning season requires additional
capacity to run auxiliary equipment in the central
plant, such as the cooling tower pump and fan,
solution pumps on the absorption unit, and
chilled watei pumps. Added electric load is also
required by increased fan horsepower during the
cooling season. This is reflected in the profiles
during the occupied periods.

A series of prime mover-generator components
or modules should be selected so that they match
those loads which exist for the longest periods of
time during the year. These periods appear to be
the normal daytime hours of maximum loading
and the unoccupied hours of minimum loading.
The largest modules which will still permit opera-
tion at maximum efficiency during the greatest
number of operating hours should be selected. The
simplest and most flexible system would be com-
prised ofequal size modules. Standby requirements
dictate that if any module were to be out of serv-
ice there would be enough capacity in those re-
maining on-line to early the maximum load. The
likelihood of more than one module being out of 31
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Based upon the load profiles and using the same programs of
occupancy as for the feasibility curves, the consumption per
month and per year can be established in kilowatt hours.
Figure 15 shows the annual power consumption as it varies
with the gross square footage of a project. These power con-
sumption figures and the load profiles are both based upon
iurvey data and design experience. They arc by necessity

generalized to cover a variety of cases, but are a helpful guide
in performing a study in the early stages of a project.

This information can be used to calculate total energy
power generation capacity and to estimate the cost of dec-
tricity for a conventional system, especially when rates are
figured on a graduated scale per month plus a demand charge
per kilowatt hour for the highest recorded demand in a month. 35



servi« e is itot great, and therefore the minimum
standby requirement would be equal to the largest
module of the group of modules required to carry
the maximum hmd.

The maximum load mentioned is actually an av-
erage maximum, which does not include transient
surges of short duration in the demand. Usually
generators are sized slightly larger than the maxi-
mum load. Even if the load slightly exceeds the
capacity of the generators for a short period, this
is not serious since the nominal capacity for most
units can be exceeded from 5 per cent to 10 per
cent for short periods. It would be more prudent
to rely on standby capacity to handle unusual de-
mands rather than to size the entire plant for them.

EQUIPMENT SELECTION CRITERIA

The total energy plant is made up of the prime
mover-generator(reciprocatingengineor turbine);
controls; switchgear; heat-recovery equipment;
supplementary boiler; absorption refrigeration
equipment; an excess waste-heat exchanger for
nonusable steam; and auxiliary pumps, sumps, and
oil coolers. In the following paragraphs, the selec-
tion criteria for major components of a total en-
ergy plant will be examined.

Prime Mover

The heart of the system is the prime mover-gener-
ator, the size of which is determined by the load
profile analysis. The question to be resolved in
each selection is the type of prime mover, recipro-
cating engine or turbine, and the type of fuel to
be specified.

The prime movers used in this report as a basis
for preparation of the feasibility curves were recip-
rocating engines. The reason for this is that, at
the present state of the art, the lower first cost and
greater operating efficiency of the reciprocating
engine yield a higher rate of return for the school
and college application than the gas turbine. This

36 is due principally to the fact that the reciprocating
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engine has reached a higher stage of enginecTing
development than the turbine. Reciprocatilg en-
gines have been in use for many years, wi,ereas
gas turbines in the smaller size category (less than
1000 kilowatts) for land-based power generation
are a relatively recent development. The inher-
ent characteristics of the turbine pcint to a bright
future, however. It is much lighter and smaller
than the reciprocating engine for the same horse-
power or kilowatt rating, and it has a much lower
potential maintenam.e cost. The wear and tear of
the rotating motion of the turbine is basically less
than that of the reciprocating engine. The smaller
relative size and the simplicity of construction
make it much easier to submit the turbine to an
on-the-job overhaul.

Since heat recovery for total energy is a pri-
mary concern, it should be noted that a gas turbine
produces about twice as much recoverable heat as
a reciprocating engine of the same size. Generally



a turbine in this range can yield 7 to 13 pounds of
steam per hour (15 psi steam) per kilowatt gen-
erated, whereas engines oroduce 4 to 6 pounds of
steam (15 vsi steam) per hour per kilowatt gener-
ated. An over-all system efficiency of slightly over
65 per cent is possible in turbine-powered total
energy plants, if all the recoverable heat is used.
Turbines, because of their higher heat output and
lower shaft efficiency, afe most applicable in situ-
ations in which a substantial amount of waste heat
is required at all times that power is being gen-
erated. For schools and colleges where there are
occasional periods of high electric demand with
no simultaneous heating or cooling requirements,
the turbine system's efficiency would be adversely
affected much more than the engine's.

Another important point to consider when deal-
ing with turbines or turbo-charged reciprocating
engines (turbo-charged reciprocating engines can
increase the capacity of a naturally aspirated en-
gine considerably) is that they require fuel gas at
higher pressures. Turbines require gas to be sup-

plied at 100 to 150 psi. In many areas of the
country, normal utility gas distribution is at less
than 1 psi for the consumer. Such situations re-
quire the use of gas compressors which introduce
an additional cost item as well as another link in
the chain of reliability. If the compressor fails, so
do the prime movers; hence a standby gas com-
pressor is recommended. Compressors for the
turbines in this size range can cost from $5,000 to
$8,000 each. For the engines, a somewhat smaller
and less expensive compressor is required.

The selection of fuel for each application will
be strictly a function of local conditions related to
availability of fut-ls and the relative gas and fuel
oil rates. Reciprocating engines can use either
diesel or natural gas, and turbines can run on either
natural gas or a high grade of fuel oil. Some areas
of the country have lower "interruptable" gas
rates than the "firm" rate. During certain periods
when the "interruptable" gas is turned off (usually
during extremely cold periods), standby can be
provided using LP gas (propane). LP gas can be

,0

Figure 17. Comparison of engine-turbine combinations
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Figure 18. Average price of reciprocating engine-generator set,
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stored in a tank buried on the site and supplied to
the engine when required.

The reciprocating engines generally considered
here are in the "high-speed" class of 1200-1800
R.P.M. Larger size, but slower speed, engines
(900 R.P.M. or less) generally have longer life and
higher efficiencies. These large engines also are
available with the dual-fuel feature and can be
operated on gas or diesel oil entirely or various
combinations of both simultaneously. But these
slow-speed engines are too large and often too
costly for school or college applications where
engine-generator modules of less than 1000 kilo-
watts are generally required.

The chart (Figure 17) compares reciprocating
engines to turbines and to combinations of tur-
bines and engines taking into account the factors of
relative size, efficiency, and cost mentioned above.
Using the measure of comparison advocated by this
report, namely long-range return on investment
dollars, the results indicate the best selection to
be reciprocating engines in each case.

Controls and Switchgear

The subject of controls is quite broad, but funda-
mentally there are three categories for discussion
purposes: fully automatic, manual, and semi-
automatic. Fully automatic controls permit com-
pletely unattended operation in which the gener-
ators automatically sense the electric load on the
system and bring the necessary generators on the
line to handle the load. Such a system can auto-
matically have the generators share the load
equally or in a predetermined proportion. In a
manual system, an operator turns on the necessary
generators to meet the load and shuts them down
as the load dictates. This is a simple procedure
which only requires a few minutes. In order to
operate and synchronize generators manually, a
"swing panel" is required in addition to the other
control modules. This panel contains the necessary
instrumentation to indicate when the engine which
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is being started is synchronized (frequency and
voltage) with those already in operation. At the
right moment the operator can then throw the
generator on the line. A semi-automatic system
usually implies manual start and stop, with some
automatic control features during the operation
of the units, such as load sharing.

Automatic controls are generally costly, but
can pay for themselves in cases where they reduce
the size of full-time operating staffs. This is likely
in larger installations where the load fluctuations
are not easily predictable, requiring constant at-
tendance and surveillance. Automatic systems are
complex and require careful maintenance if they
are to perform properly for an extended period.
For most schools and colleges, fully automatic
controls are not necessary, since the load fluctua-
tions are easily predictable, and a full-time oper-
ator in the total energy plant alone would not be
necessary. In all likelihood, a centrally air-condi-
tioned school would have a capable operator in
the equipment room most of the time anyway, and
the same person could easily operate the engine-
generator sets. The operator could, after a few
months of operation, easily determine the periods
when he should attend to the generators to handle
load changes. His other time would be free to
operate and maintain other equipment. With a
suitable set of alarms and automatic transfer
switches, continued operation could be assured if
the operator is in the vicinity.

,



Controls and switchgear generally can be ob-
tained as a package, mounted in a cabinet with
the necessary instrumentation (voltmeter, amme-
ter, voltage regulator. frequency indicator, etc.).
Each prime mover-generator set would have its
own control module, the complexity of which
depends on the degree of automation desired.

The control system will generally be a form of
compromise between the automatic and the man-
ual, with the larger systems tending toward fully
automatic and the smaller toward fully manual.
The cost of automatic controls does not increase
in proportion to the size of the installation, but is
mom: nearly constant over a fairly wide range of
sizes. Thus, on smaller systems the automatic con-
trols would be a disproportionate percentage of
the total cost. But on larger installations, greater
savings can result from increased efficiency in ex-
actly matching loads.

Heat Recovery

For gas turbines the waste heat available is in the
form of exhaust gases. Heat is recovered from a tur-
bine by means of a waste-heat boiler which re-
sembles to a degree a conventional boiler in both
appearance and operation. A duct similar to a
breeching is connected directly from the exhaust
of the turbine to the boiler. After passing through
the boiler the gases are exhausted to the atmos-
phere. If the system is designed with an exhaust by-
pass around the boiler, a sound trap is required.
Otherwise the boiler acts as a silencer.

The amount of heat which is recoverable is lim-
ited by the fact that it is impractical to reduce the
temperature of the exhaust gases below 300 de-
grees F. At that temperature, condensation can
start to form in the exhaust system, causing cor-
rosive action. Also, the temperature of the steam
or hot water being generated is approximately
250 degrees F., and as the temperature of the
exhaust gas approaches this the heat transfer be-

40 comes less efficient. Attempts to recover more heat

could cause undue back pressure on the turbine,
decreasing its efficiency. The temperature of the
exhaust gases increases with the load on the tur-
bine and the inlet temperature; however, turbines
generally have exhaust gas temperatures in the
700-to-1000-degrees F. range. Of the waste heat
in the exhaust, 60 to 65 per cent is recoverable
approximately 50 per cent of the input energy to
the turbine.

For a reciprocating engine, the thermal charac-
teristics are somewhat different. Approximately
one-third of the input energy goes into power gen-
eration, with the remainder dissipated in the form
of heat equally divided among jacket cooling water
and the exhaust gases. A small amount is dissipated
in the oil cooler, in the intercooler (for turbo-
charged engines), and by radiation to the sur-
rounding atmosphere. Approximately 95 per cent
of the heat in the jacket water is recoverable and
60 to 65 per cent of the heat in the exhaust is re-
coverable, representing a total of about 45 per
cent of the input energy to the engine.

Jacket water heat can be recovered by use of
heat-exchangers or by bubbling the jacket water
into steam directly at 15 psi and collecting it in a
steam separator. This "ebullient" cooling system
requires the engine to run at approximately 250
degrees F., which is slightly higher than conven-
tional engines without this heat-recovery feature.
The exhaust heat is recovered in the muffler,
which serves as a heat-exchanger and silencer as
well. The steam thus generated can also be col-
lected in the same separator that collects the jack-
et water steam.

The amount of heat which can be recovered
economically from the exhaust is subject to the
same limitations of minimum temperature (300
degrees F.) as the exhaust from the turbine. Ex-
haust from the gas engine is often at 1100 degrees
F. when fully loaded, whereas diesel exhaust
runs lower, in the 800-to-900-degrees F. range.
The mass flow through diesels is higher, however,
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and the total recoverable heat is only slightly less
than the gas engine. The over-all system efficiency
for diesels is quite comparable to the gas engine
since less fuel input per kilowatt is required.

Sample Total Energy Plant:

Design and Equipment Selection

Finally, to demonstrate the procedure of selecting
components and developing cost estimates, exam-
ples of plant design are shown for schools and
colleges of 100,000, 300,000, and 500,000 square
feet. The load profile in Figure 13 was used as a
basis for module sizing. Credits were taken for sav-
ings achieved in eliminating boilers, incoming elec-
tric service, and emergency lighting systems which
would have been required for a conventional
project. Controls were assumed to be a manual
system with some interlocking features for auto-
matic start-up of the standby in the event of fail-
ure of one engine.

DESIGNING THE PLANT

Space and Location

The ideal location for a total energy plant would
be in the center of a building complex to minimize
the length of utility distribution runs. Considera-
tions of esthetics, noise control, use of prime
property, and accessibility for service may preclude
this central location, however. A balance of these
factors against the minimization of utility runs will
determine the ultimate location of the plant.

Generally, the same architectural and engineer-
ing principles which apply to the design and loca-
tion of central heating and cooling plants apply to
total energy plants, since much the same equipment
is used. Typically, a total energy plant requires
approximately 10 to 15 per cent more space than a
conventional plant.

The central plant should house all the prime
mover-generating equipment, electric switchgear,
waste-heat recovery equipment, boilers, chillers,

Figure 20. Total energy cost estimates
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pumps, and auxiliaries. The cooling tower should
be nearby if possible, to keep the piping runs be-
tween the refrigeration equipment and the tower
as short as possible. Air-intake louvers for the en-
gines or turbines as well as exhaust openings will
be required.

Sound and Vibration Isolation

Controlling sound and vibration transmission to
neighboring areas is no more of a problem for a
total energy plant than for a conventional heating
and cooling plant. Howe,. er, as with any boiler or
ref': igeration equipmr,nt, prudent judgment dic-
tates that areas seasitive to noise should not be
immediately adjacent to the total energy plant.
Noise from the plant would be of two types, air-
borne and that which is transmitted through struc-
tural elements.

Airborne noise can be controlled to satisfactory
levels by sound traps, mufflers, and acoustical en-
closures. For turbines a sound trap is required on
the air intake and generally in the exhaust if the
plant is in an acoustically sensitive area. These
traps are well-developed items, readily available
commercially. Some turbine generator sets come
completely packaged in acoustical enclosures
which greatly reduce airborne noise in the equip-
ment room itself. Engines require a muffler on the
exhaust which can usually serve as a heat-ex-
changer for picking up heat from exhaust gases.
The ambient noise level within the equipment
room is generally high, and all openings to the
outside should be carefully located and equipped
-with sound traps if necessary. The equipment room
itself should be of heavy construction, including
doors, to contain the noise within the room. If
these design precautions are observed, airborne
noissx.qn be kept at an acceptable level.

Vibrations transmitted via the structure or pip-
ing can be handled by many of the same methods
used in conventional heating and air-conditioning

42 systems. Reciprocating engines should bemounted

on a sturdy foundation which "floats" free of the
basic structure. Ail attachments to the engines
should have flexible connections. Turbines are in-
herent'y more vibration-free than engines. T. 'ir
fou:idations can be lighter and more simpy
mounted. Separate footings are not necessary but

xible connections are recommended.

Dependability and Maintenance

During the course of this study many installations
were visited and the operating personnel inter-
viewed. The records of power outages were very
few and not significantly different from that which
could be expected from a normal utility. In most
cases, where proper standby capacity was pro-
vided, limited service was always available during
the short interval that the main plant was down.
For properly designed plants with adequate main-
tenance, the reliability of the plant should be high.
The equipment used is fundamentally long-life
equipment with satisfactory histories of minimum-
attendance operation.

As to maintenance, there 2rP twc _ ap-
proaches. One is to have a staff of trained me-
chanics who do all the maintenance of the power
generating equipment, buying only the materials
needed to keep the equipment in top condition.
The other is to purchase a full maintenance con-
tract from an outside service in which, on a peri-
odic basis, trained servicemen go over all equip-
ment, performing the necessary adjustments and
overhauls. In such a contract, the service could
also be on call for emergency situations. Combi-
nations of these two, in which the on-site staff
performs routine maintenance while the on-call
service handles major problems and overhauls,
are also possible.

The principal cost pertinent to a total energy
feasibility study is that related to the engine-
generator sets. Other equipmet.. - comparable to
that of a conventional heating and cooling plant
and adds no extra cost.
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Figure 21, Maintenance costs 'for reciprocating engines
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Maintenance costs are given per operating hour for particu-
lar engine-generators. To determine the annual costs, one
must calculate the number of hours each set will run in a
year, and iiItiply this by the hourly cost. Some typical costs
foc engine generator sets are given in Figure 21. Maintenance
costs for reciprocating engines have been fairly well estab-
lished, as extensive operating histories have been tabulated.
Costs on turbines are not well established; but they arc

generally a good deal lower than for engines. For turbines in
the smaller class, 200 KW to 400 KW, hourly costs for esti-
mating purposes are approximately $.30 per operating hour.
This cost is quite conservative and reflects what an outside
maintenance contract would cost. For larger turbines (above
500 KW) the cost does not increase as greatly as it does for
engines, and would generally be 50% to 65% of a com-
parably sized engine. 43
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5. Future Trends

Where will total energy go from here? Is the con-
cept expected to sweep the country and slowly
edge the giant electric utility companies out of
business? Orby the opposite tokencould a
school district's investment in total energy turn
sour when a nuclear power plant begins offering
electric energy at drastically reduced rates right
in its own back yard? How confident can school
boards and college administrators be that a valid
decision to generate their own power in 1965 will
be equally valid in 1980? In casting about for
answers, these promises and problems appear on
the total energy horizon.

Total Energy: A New Contender In The Ring

Hie electric power rates in a particular area are
a major influence in attracting the economy-
minded to total energy. Utility companies cannot
be expected to remain unmindful of this sudden
competition where little previously existed. Take
what happened in Alberta, Canada, as an exam-
ple. When West Jasper Place began planning its
new air-conditioned junior high school (see
p. 9), their designers suggested tapping the huge
reserves of natural gas that lie deep beneath the
central Canadian prairie and using it in generat-
ing electricity to meet the school's power demands.
In remote West Jasper Place the average cost for
purchased electric power would have run between
1.2 and 1.5 cents per KWH in 1962 (not an ex-
orbitar:t amount), but engineering studies in-
dicated that exceptionally low gas rates in the
area made on-site power generation possible at a
cost of only .71 cent per KWH if a total energy
system were utilized. When the school board and
the gas company began publicizing this fact, the
electric power company responded by substan-
tially reducing the electric power rates to other
school districts which might be similarly per-
suaded. Instances of substantially lowered electric
rates to meet total energy competition are re-
ported in Florida and Texas as well. Indeed, this

The lights at Rochdale Village, a total energy project in
Queens, continued burning througnout the November, 1965,
blackout of the Atlantic Seaboard. Thereafter, the Federal
Power Commission recommended that all essential :nstitu-
tions make provision for auxiliary emergency power. Electric
generator suppliers soon came running. One, advertising in
The New rork Times, urged the harried public: "Don't get
caught again with your plants down."

,

renewal of competition in an otherwise noncom-
petitive field may prove eventually to be total
energy's single most important contribution.

Nuclear Power: Contender-in-Training

Another factor that will have to be reckoned with
in the near future is the burgeoning atomic power
industry. Pressures to reduce air pollutionNew
York's new mayor, John Lindsay, is only one of
the persons working to eliminate coal-burning
heat and power stations in his fair citycoupled
with improved efficiency in atomic power genera-
tion have stimulated worldwide interest in this
clean and flexibly locatable concept. The Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency expects that, by
1980, nuclear power may well account for 20 per
cent of the world's electric energy needs.

But despite this enormous growth potential,
the nation's largest atomic power equipment
manufacturers do not see nuclear power as a
threat to any of the more conventional sources of
power. The growth of the atomic power industry
is considered simply a measure of a continually
increasing world demand for electric energy. Nu-
clear power is a new growth industry striving to
meet this demand, but the total market is large
enough to support a diversified field of power
suppliers from oil and gas-fired to coal and hydro-
powered generation.

Product Development, From The Ground Up

As with any new development (total energy in the
strict sense isn't really new, but rather a new
combination of several well-established princi-
ples), equipment selection for total energy plants
has largely been limited to tbose items now eco-
nomically available on the market. For this rea-
son, gas and diesel engines have dominated the
prime-mover field, owing to the design engineer's
familiarity with their performance and efficiency.
The large-scale development of products designed
for total mergy from the ground up is just begin- 45



however. Much of this d: Tlopment centers
on gas turbines in the smaller :,ize categories. The
inhercnt simplicity, low mail ,tenance, compact-
ness, and long-life characteristics of gas turbines
will no doubt lead to their further consideration
for future on-site power generation plants,

High Frequency Lighting:

An Added "Plum" Still Ripening

Conventionally, electric power is supplied at 60
cycles per second. However, on-site power gener-
ation, particularly with high-specd turbines, pro-
vides the option of generating power at frequencies
other than 60 c.p.s. Since considerable operating
efficiencies are inherent in high frequency light-
ing, it can he a significant design consideration.
But, in spite of the theoretical advantages in high
frequency lighting, there are still deterrents which
have made its application in total energy schools
and colleges less than practical.

While improved operating efficiencies are pos-
sible with high frequency lighting, there continue
to be needs for conventional 60-cycle dower for
convenience outlets, appliances, clocks, and other
electrical devices, requiring in effect that a dual-
frequency system be provided. The resulting du-
plication in generaticn apparatus, switchgear, and
distribution equipment increases first costs pro-
hibitively. The advantages of high frequenry light-
ing are most noticeable where fixture quantities
can be redi 1:z:d as in large expanses of luminous
ceilings, but not all school areas are likely to pre-
sent this opportunity.

Education's Increasing Power Demands

The phenomenon of ever increasing demands ror
electric enero/ has not escaped the field of educa-
tion. In the foreword to this report the various
and sundry new demands that are being made of
our educati=al system were enumerated. Rang-
ing from expanded summer programs for pre-
school youngsters to late evening retraining pro-

grams for professionals, the burdens these new
demands plat e on the actual physical facilities are
invariably reflected in higher electricity require-
mentF. If classroom lights are to continue _burning
and the school's power equipment and electronic
teaching devices are to remain humming far into
the night, the added burden in operating expenses
is obvious. If students are to learn as effectively in
hot August as in cool October, the need for all-
weather climate conditioning within the class-
room is equally obvious

And sc we return to our original thesis: that new
demands and new urgencies are placing increas-
ing burdens on the schoolhouse and the college
physical plant, and that administratcrs, archi-
tects, and engineers are facing the responsibility
of seeking new ways to minimize the inevitable
added expense in mechanical equipment and in-
creased fuel and energy consumption. Where con-
ditions are right, the total energy concept emerges
as a feasible and economic long-range approach
to satisfying these mounting equipment and
energy requirements.

To define these conditions of feasibility lias
been the purpose of this report.

II
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Figure 22. Schematic of the Itsorption cycle
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Appendices

A. Absorption Refrigeration

One of the factors which stimulated interest in
total energy is the development of the absorption
refrigeration unit which uses steam as the energy
source to create a cooling effect. By using an
absorbent chemical and controlling its character-
istics between the supplied steam and the cooling
tower water, chilled water is generated to handle
the building cooling load. The steam require-
ments vary with the cooling load. A schematic
diagram of the process is shown in Figure 22.

This type of unit provides a means of using the
waste heat whenever mechanical cooling is re-
quired, which makes the total energy system prac-
tical. Use of absorption is by no means restricted
to total energy, and, in many areas where fuel
oil or gas is reasonably priced and the cost of
electricity is high, it is used because of low operat-
ing cost. In fact, very often the same set of cir-
cumstances under which total energy would be
feasible, namely lower fuel oil or gas rates and
higher electric rates, would be conducive to em-
ploying absorption air conditioning. In other
words, if total energy were economically justified,
absorption cooling would have approximately the
same owning and operating cost as electric-driven
units and possibly would have even lower costs if
conditions strongly favor total energy.

In preparing the feasibility curves, the most
economical conventional system was used as a
basis for comparison. Since in the range of feasi-
bility of total energy, absorption cooling is equiv-
alent to, or is, the most economical conventional
cooling system, it was assumed for the conven-
tional school.

B. Heat-Recovery Analysis

The determination of how much heat will be
recovered from the total energy plant can be com-
plex. For any given project, it involves the pro-
gram of occupancy and the variation of the
electrical, heating, and cooling loads, with the
latter two being functions of the weather. No two
months or years are ever exactly alike; however,
there are patterns which tend to hold true over a
period of years.

The objective of the heat-recovery calculation is
to determine how often during the year the heat
given off from the engines can be put to use. It is
not necessary to know how the heating or cooling
load varies throughout the entire year, but merely
when there is enough demand to use the steam
generak -I by the engines for heating and cooling.
The fue consumed by the supplementary boiler
is not significant, since we are comparing the total
energy system with a conventional system which
would have to meet those same demands with a
boiler also. What is different is that the conven-
tional system must meet the entire demand by
consuming fuel in the boiler, whereas in total
energy we are obtaining a certain portion of this
energy supply as a "free" by-product of power
generation. Hence in the feasibility calculation,
we are seeking how much of a credit we receive
on our operating cost by the recovered heat as a
legitimate fuel saving compared to the conven-
tional schoolhouse.

The first step is to determine under what cli-
matic conditions the waste heat from the genera-
tors is required. This means that, under various
conditions of occupancy which determine the
power demand and in turn the waste-heat availa-
bility, there is an outdoor tempe7ature condition
below which all the waste heat available is needed
for heating, and another outdoor temperature
condition above which all the steam produced by
the waste heat is needed for cooling. The deter- 49
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inination of these temperatures is a function, to a
degree, of the construction of the building, e.g.
walls, glass area, roof, amounts of insulation, etc.
A significant factor, however, is the high internal
load of lights and people. The temperature be-
low which the available waste heat can be utilized
during the normal daytime occupied cycle or
during the full evening program is 40 Hegrees F.
During all other periods, when the ariounts of
waste heat available and internal heat accumula-
tions go down substantially, this temperature be-
comes 50 degrees F. For cooling, the picture is
slightly different. During the in-between seasons,
the air-distribution system can be run on 100
per cent outside air, which is effective in cooling
the space when the outside air temperature is be-
low 65 degrees F.

Using a 100,000-square-foot school as an ex-
ample, the variation of cooling load with outside
temperature is shown in Figure 23. A valuable
way of graphica y representing the load profile re-
lations between electrical power, heating, cooling,
and waste-heat availability at various outdoor tem-
peratures is to superimpose them. An example of
this is shown for o typical 100,000-square-foot
school in Figure 24.

The next step is an analysis of weather data for
the region to determine how many hours in a year
during the different periods of occupancy the am-
bient temperature is above or below the determi-
nant temperature. This can be a tedious process,
but data is available from the weather bureau
which enables one to sum up fairly quickly the
hours in each month during different periods of
the day during which the ambient temperature
falls into these categories. In Figure 25 are typical
summaries of weather data for a city in Zone II.
Figure 26 is a summary of the information needed
to calculate the waste-heat recovery for a typical
500,000-square-foot college for the three different
zones, selecting Bismarck, North Dakota; Hart-
ford, Connecticut; and Atlanta, Georgia, as

,



Figure 24. Total heating, cooling, and electrical load profiles-100i000 square fqcot school
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Figure 25. Summaries of weather data for a city in zone 11
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Figure 26. Heat recovery summarytypical 500,600 square foot college
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specific areas.

The domestic hot-water heating loads have not
been included in this analysis because of the
variety of means at the disposal of the engineer to
shift this load to different times of the. day by us-
ing storage. The demand imposed on the heating
plant by the domestic hot water is tiansient and
usually of short duration. With little storage
capacity, this would impose a large daytime de-
mand on the system, which usually would require
firing the supplementary boiler, in which ease the
total energy plant would be handling the demand
much as a conventional school. With greater
storage, the domestic hot water can be heated at
night; however, the waste heat available at night
is quite small since the engines are not heavily
loaded. Thus, the supplementary boiler is also
required in this case, which is again similar to thc
conventional school. It is conceivable that at
times the waste heat from the engines can be used
to heat the domestic hot water, but the periods
would be short and the quantities small. Since
the approach of the report has been a conserva-
tive one, it was decided that, in order to be con-
sidered feasible, total energy should justify itself
without credit for the indeterminant variable of
domestic hot water.

In preparation of the feasibility curves, heating
and cooling loads were developed assuming a
fairly well-insulated building. Consideration was
given to variations in the thermal characteristics,
especially different wall and roof construction.
Calculations were made to determine the effect
of changing the heat transmission coefficients
("U" factor) of the wall and roof on the heat
recovered and on the rate of return on the total
energy investment. In the curves in Figure 27 the
effect on the rate of return is shown for doubling
the wall U factors and incmsing the roof U
factor by 50 per cent. The reason the rate of
return increases is that, as the U factors increase,
the heating or cooling load at any time increases.

! a

IP : II IP

This means the waste heat can be used at a higher
temperature than before for heating and con-
versely for cooling. Thus the credit for heat re-
covery is greater, giving a slightly greater rate of
return. The effect is so slight, however, that it is
practically negligible. 53
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